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ASTR 1040 ASTR 1040 AccelAccel AstroAstro:: Stars & GalaxiesStars & Galaxies

Prof. Prof. JuriJuri ToomreToomre TA: Nick FeatherstoneTA: Nick Featherstone
Lecture 21   Tues 3 Apr 07Lecture 21   Tues 3 Apr 07
zeus.colorado.edu/astr1040zeus.colorado.edu/astr1040--toomretoomre

SuperbubbleSuperbubble
NGC 3079NGC 3079

Today in Milky WayToday in Milky Way
•• Look at why Look at why spiral patterns are made in the diskspiral patterns are made in the disk of of 

galaxies, including our owngalaxies, including our own
•• Examine theExamine the StarStar--GasGas--Star Cycles Star Cycles working in our working in our 

galaxy disk, and its ingredientsgalaxy disk, and its ingredients
•• Respond to discussion Q on such cycles by Respond to discussion Q on such cycles by ThurThur

•• Interstellar Medium (ISM) Interstellar Medium (ISM) –– gas and dust, plusgas and dust, plus
supersuper--bubblesbubbles blown by multiple supernovaeblown by multiple supernovae

•• RecyclingRecycling on a grand scale, and building the on a grand scale, and building the 
heavier atoms heavier atoms 

•• Complete your reading ofComplete your reading of 19.4 Mysterious Galactic 19.4 Mysterious Galactic 
CenterCenter

•• Observatory Night 5Observatory Night 5 this Wed 8:30pmthis Wed 8:30pm

Clicker on deductionsClicker on deductions
about Milky Wayabout Milky Way’’s starss stars

•• Why are stars in the halo poor in the common Why are stars in the halo poor in the common 
elements carbon, nitrogen and oxygen?elements carbon, nitrogen and oxygen?

•• A.A. Those elements have been used up in halo Those elements have been used up in halo 
starsstars

•• B.B. C, N and O are biological elements, and C, N and O are biological elements, and 
there is no life out there to make themthere is no life out there to make them

•• C.C. The halo stars formed before these elements The halo stars formed before these elements 
were made in abundancewere made in abundance

•• D.D. Making C, N and O requires massive stars, Making C, N and O requires massive stars, 
and these have been absent in the haloand these have been absent in the halo

C.C. Review:Review:
OneOne--page story page story 

Cartoon sketchCartoon sketch
of Milky Wayof Milky Way

EdgeEdge--onon

TopTop
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Why spiral arms?Why spiral arms?

““Density wavesDensity waves”” ––
stars move in and stars move in and 
out of denser out of denser 
regionsregions

More like More like ripples in a ripples in a 
pondpond than arms of than arms of 
a pinwheela pinwheel

In dense regions, In dense regions, star star 
formation is more formation is more 
intenseintense, so , so ““armsarms””
are brighterare brighter

M51 M51 -- WhirlpoolWhirlpool

Gas/starsGas/stars are pulled are pulled 
a little a little forward or forward or 
backwardbackward toward toward 
the high density the high density 
regionsregions

Such clumping helps Such clumping helps 
create a spiral create a spiral 
patternpattern

Push and pullPush and pull ofof
gravity in diskgravity in disk
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Read with careRead with care

““Density waveDensity wave””
story story –– how spiralhow spiral
structure is builtstructure is built

GravitationalGravitational
instabilityinstability ofof
disks (gentle)disks (gentle)

Stars and gasStars and gas
move throughmove through
spiral wavespiral wave

Star birth strongly Star birth strongly 
enhanced by shockenhanced by shock

NGC 6118 Spiral + SN (VLT)NGC 6118 Spiral + SN (VLT)

Like Milky Way?Like Milky Way?

““Grand design spiralGrand design spiral”” –– M51 WhirlpoolM51 Whirlpool

BrightBright
O & BO & B
starsstars
mark themark the
spiral  spiral  
patternpattern

Outlining Outlining starbirthstarbirth in M51in M51
visiblevisible infraredinfrared

SpitzerSpitzer
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Crash/bang of star birth and recycling:Crash/bang of star birth and recycling: rotating rotating 
through the spiral arms in the diskthrough the spiral arms in the disk

M51M51
WhirlpoolWhirlpool
GalaxyGalaxy
HST HST 

The Star-Gas-
Star Cycle

TodayToday’’s topic:s topic:
Cycle ofCycle of

starsstars gas gas 
stars stars 

Inventory ofInventory of
““stuffstuff”” makingmaking
up our galaxyup our galaxy

Stars Stars 

Gas Gas 

DustDust+ + ““darkdark
mattermatter””

REMINDERREMINDER

Ingredients ofIngredients of
InterstellarInterstellar
Medium (ISM)Medium (ISM)
(stuff between (stuff between 
the stars)the stars)

Very Very coldcold
gas:gas:

star birthstar birth

CoolCool gas:gas:
neutral Hneutral H

HotHot HH

More stuff More stuff 
in  in  ISMISM
inventoryinventory

ReallyReally
hothot gasgas

DustDust

Now let us look at Now let us look at 
them in turn them in turn ……..

States of gas in ISMStates of gas in ISM
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ISM Contents:ISM Contents: some stuff is some stuff is HOTHOT

•• Bubbles of hot gasBubbles of hot gas
blown out by blown out by 
SUPERNOVAESUPERNOVAE

•• T = million degree KT = million degree K

•• Mixing with rest of Mixing with rest of 
galactic gas galactic gas 
enrichment with enrichment with 
heavy elementsheavy elements

SuperSuper--bubbles & Fountainsbubbles & Fountains

•• Supernovae can Supernovae can burst burst 
hot gashot gas even even out of out of 
the galaxy!the galaxy!

•• ““EnrichesEnriches”” gas gas 
between galaxiesbetween galaxies

•• Some will rain back Some will rain back 
down and mix into down and mix into 
galaxygalaxy

ArtistsArtists’’ conceptions!conceptions!

SuperSuper--bubble breakout from diskbubble breakout from disk
SuperSuper--bubblesbubbles
in Large in Large MagellanicMagellanic
Cloud (LMC) Cloud (LMC) 
(nearby galaxy)(nearby galaxy)

EdgeEdge--on view of spiral galaxy  on view of spiral galaxy  NGC 4013NGC 4013

•• Dust/gas in disk Dust/gas in disk 
obscures lightobscures light

•• Plumes and fuzz Plumes and fuzz 
sticking out are sticking out are 
““fountainsfountains”” & & 
““superbubblessuperbubbles””
from supernovaefrom supernovae

HSTHST

SuperSuper--bubblesbubbles in spiral galaxy NGC 3079in spiral galaxy NGC 3079

HSTHST
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Fast electrons & magnetic fieldsFast electrons & magnetic fields

•• Synchrotron      Synchrotron      
emissionemission from from 
SNRSNR

•• XX--ray and radioray and radio

•• Traces very hot Traces very hot 
gas bubbles gas bubbles 
(SNR)(SNR)

Chandra XChandra X--ray image of ray image of TychoTycho Brahe 1572 Brahe 1572 supernova remnantsupernova remnant

KeplerKepler’’ss SNR (1604)SNR (1604) latest SN in MWlatest SN in MW

xx--rayray visiblevisible infraredinfrared

KeplerKepler SNR (1604) Chandra XSNR (1604) Chandra X--rayray Really HOT: Cass A  Supernova Remnant Really HOT: Cass A  Supernova Remnant 

Chandra: shock wave + jetChandra: shock wave + jet

Supernova Remnant N49B in LMCSupernova Remnant N49B in LMC

Chandra xChandra x--ray images reveal ~one solar massray images reveal ~one solar mass
of magnesium blasted into space by SNof magnesium blasted into space by SN

Some stuff is Some stuff is WARMWARM
•• Gas & dust heated by Gas & dust heated by 

starsstars
•• GASGAS ---- emission lines emission lines 

from hydrogen and from hydrogen and 
other elements other elements 
(ionization nebulae)(ionization nebulae)

T~ 10,000 KT~ 10,000 K near hot near hot 
young starsyoung stars

T~ 100 KT~ 100 K between star between star 
forming regionsforming regions
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ISM ISM –– hot gas:hot gas:
Emission Emission 
nebulanebula
(H II region)(H II region)

UV radiation from UV radiation from 
hot O or B starhot O or B star
ionizes a big cavityionizes a big cavity

•• Emission lines from Emission lines from 
hydrogen and other hydrogen and other 
ionized elementsionized elements

•• T~ 10,000 K near T~ 10,000 K near 
hot young starshot young stars

Emission nebulaeEmission nebulae
““O & B star O & B star 
associationsassociations””

LagoonLagoon

Where the emission colors come from ..Where the emission colors come from ..
O & B starO & B star
associationsassociations

many cluster starsmany cluster stars
join to blowjoin to blow
““big bubblesbig bubbles””

TrifidTrifid emission nebula emission nebula ““O & B star associationsO & B star associations””

visiblevisible Spitzer infraredSpitzer infrared ISM:ISM:

A little A little DUSTDUST
goes a longgoes a long
way!way!

““ReddensReddens””
the lightthe light

AbsorbsAbsorbs
the lightthe light


